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Abstract 

The purpose of this research paper is to explore the issue of Reference 2.0.  Since this was not a topic 

covered in the syllabus of this course but one of interest, researching this paper allowed me the 

opportunity to address some key questions.  They are the following: 

 What is Reference 2.0? 

 What are Reference 2.0 tools? 

 What Reference 2.0 tools are actually being used? 

Synthesizing the information from these three sections, a definition and some conclusions are made 

about the issue of Reference 2.0 and the future of libraries, particularly applying to reference work. 
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What is Reference 2.0? 

Any definition of Reference 2.0 needs to start with a definition of Web 2.0 because Web 2.0 is 

the basis for Library 2.0 and Reference 2.0.  According to Wikipedia, the term Web 2.0 is “commonly 

associated with web applications which facilitate interactive information sharing, interoperability, user-

centered design and collaboration on the World Wide Web” (Wikipedia, 2009).  The original term, Web 

2.0 is attributed to Tim O’Reilly and Dale Dougherty of O’Reilly Media in 2004 (Boxen, 2008).  The 

definition of Reference 2.0 is based on the concept of Library 2.0 which would be the application of Web 

2.0 to libraries.  It would seem logical that Reference 2.0 would then be the application of Library 2.0 to 

reference services.  However, defining the concept of Library 2.0 is not so easy.   

While the original concept of Library 2.0 is attributed to Michael Casey in his blog, LibraryCrunch 

in September 2005, there has been considerable debate about the term since then.   In fact, Walt 

Crawford (2006) devoted an entire, 32 paged issue of Cites & Insights, an on-line library science serial to 

defining Library 2.0.  He gave 62 views and seven definitions of the term.  He concluded that Library 2.0 

includes a number of software methods that can be useful to libraries and can lead to improvements in 

library services.  However, Crawford also explained a secondary concept called the bandwagon of 

“Library 2.0,” which connotes rapid change by focusing on new technologies to dramatically save 

libraries. With the viral quality of technology developments, there is constant pressure to implement the 

latest techniques. The implication in this definition is that changes are made for the sake of change, 

rather than benefiting librarians or patrons.  Thus, there is the question of whether Library 2.0 is just 

another fad.    

While a clear definition of Reference 2.0 seems difficult to find.  A definition would need to 

include the use of web technologies applied to reference sources and service.  As always, the ultimate 

goal of reference service is to meet the changing needs of the patron. 
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What are Reference 2.0 tools?   

While there seem to be lots of new tools being used in a variety of ways, there are some 

predominant tools in use.  Cassell and Hiremath (2009) logically organize these tools into four pattern 

categories:  collaboration/cooperative content creation, social networking, customization, and 

seamlessness.  Many of these tools overlap in their uses or can be used in aggregate. 

Blogs.  The term comes originally from “weblogs.”  It is traditionally a website where postings by one or 

more people are displayed, usually in chronological order.  It’s a first person narrative like a diary or 

journal.  Libraries use them in various ways such as communicating with patrons, starting conversations 

on subjects, and sharing links to helpful sites. 

Microblogs (Twitter).  The microblog messages, “tweets,” are text based posts containing no more than 

140 characters.  Reference librarians are using them to provide program updates, respond to reference 

questions, and even communicate the status of early voting lines.  

Podcasts. The term comes from iPod + broadcast.  Podcasts are like blogs but are audio files.  Librarians 

use them to give virtual tours of a collection, deliver reference programs, and give instruction on using 

databases. 

Wikis.  Wikis comes from the Hawaiian word “wikiwiki,” meaning super fast.  However, wikis are not so 

much about speed as cooperation.  It is an open website where users can modify content.  Wikipedia is a 

wiki and probably the most popular ready reference tool online.  Reference librarians have used wikis to 

keep subject guides up to date, provide an ongoing record of meetings and conference discussions, 

update reference instruction and manuals, and manage projects.  PBWorks (formerly PBWiki) is a free 

host site for starting a wiki. It’s as easy as making a PB, peanut butter sandwich. 

Folksonomies (Tagging).  The term comes from folk + taxonomy and means the tagged terms used by 

many people.  It’s a visual display of keywords in “tag clouds” with the most common terms in larger 

font.  Flickr is an online photo management and sharing site that uses tags and tag clouds.  Del.icio.us is 

a social tagging service that allows gathering and sharing bookmarked web sites.  

Social Networking (SNS).  The most common social networking sites are Facebook , MySpace, and 

LinkedIn.  Groups form on these sites by interests.  Each group has a “profile” and a “wall” on which 

comments can be posted. Threads of discussion lists follow on each page.  Social networking sites make 

the connections between people visible to others.  These sites allow librarians another way of reaching 

patrons with services such as “Ask the librarian,” catalog searches, and discussion groups.  
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RSS Feeds.  RSS stands for Really Simple Syndication.  It allows anyone to get new content from a variety 

of web sites with one interface, avoiding the time involved in searching each website to see what’s new.  

In basic terms, anyone can click on the yellow RSS symbol and add a dynamically changing directory of 

links to bookmarked favorites. Reference librarians can use RSS feeds to alert patrons of new books, 

library activities, and even the table of contents of new journals.  RSS’s main advantage to the patron is 

that it is customizable. 

Mashups.  Similar to music mashups where samples of different music are put together in a single song, 

Web 2.0 mashups are when more than one web application is brought together.  For reference 

librarians, mashups are a way to provide multiple services in one place for the patron. For example, with 

the catalog there are opportunities for RSS feed setups, book reviews, connections to Amazon, and a 

link to Delicious. In academic libraries, reference librarians have mashed up library resources with 

course syllabi.    

Widgets.  Widgets are called various names such as add-ons or plug-ins but they are programming code 

that can be placed into a web page.  They are like apps on the newest cell phone.  One of the most used 

widgets by reference librarians is for chat reference.  Some libraries use a “meebo me” widget which 

provides instant messaging (IM) services from different providers so that patrons can chat with the 

reference librarian.  

 

 What Reference 2.0 tools are actually being used? 

With the pressures to implement Reference 2.0 technologies, it would be helpful to know what 

tools libraries are actually using.  Managers could then use this information to determine which 

technologies would better serve their patrons.   The following four studies look at the different tools 

used by different types of libraries.  All four studies were released in 2009. 

A recent study conducted by Zeth Lietzau (2009) entitled U.S. Public Libraries and the Use of 

Web Technologies takes a closer look at this question.  The study concluded that “public libraries have 

been relatively slow to adopt the more interactive Web 2.0 technologies.  In fact, as a whole, public 

libraries have been rather slow in adopting even the most basic web technologies” (p. iii).  From 

Lietzau’s study in Colorado, the researchers extrapolated the results to all United States public libraries.  

They found that 82% of public libraries have web access, but only 56% offered online account access.  

Furthermore, less than 1/3 of public libraries offered a blog, email reference, or chat reference with 
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hardly any libraries using social networking tools.  Figure 1 shows the percentage of libraries in the 

nation that provide different types of Web 2.0 technology (p. 14).  

 

Figure 1.  Estimated Percentage of U.S. Libraries Using Various Web 2.0 Technologies (adapted from U.S. Public Libraries and 
the Use of Web Technologies (2009)) 

 

Another study, On the Boundaries of Reference Services:  Questioning and Library 2.0  by Lorri 

Mon and Ebrahim Randeree (2009), looked at whether Library and Information Science (LIS) students 

were “prepared to provide information services using Web 2.0 technologies and whether  “Library 2.0” 

training should be integrated into LIS education “ (p. 164).   To determine the demand for Library 2.0 

skills, the researchers analyzed the responses of 242 public libraries to find out which Web 2.0 

technologies were most commonly used by U.S. public libraries.  A graph of the study results follows in 

Figure 2.  Where the Lietzau study concluded that little web technology was actually being 

implemented, this study concluded that public libraries were “actively involved in implementing and 

using Web 2.0 technologies” (p. 168).   
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Figure 2.  Web 2.0 Usage in 242 U.S. Public Libraries, 2008. (Adapted from On the Boundaries of Reference Services:  
Questioning and Library 2.0 (2009)) 

A third study, The Academic Library Meets Web 2.0:  Applications and Implications by Chen Xu, 

Fenfei  Ouyang and Heting Chu (2009) surveyed 81 academic libraries in New York State.  They found 

that “42% of the libraries surveyed adopted one or more Web 2.0 tools such as blogs while 

implementation of those tools in individual libraries varies greatly” (p. 324).

  

Figure 3.  Adoption of Specific Web 2.0 Applications by 81 Academic Libraries in New York 
State.(Adapted from The Academic Library Meets Web 2.0:  Applications and Implications 
(2009)) 
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A fourth study, Web 2.0 & You by Donna J. Baumbach (2009), surveyed 631 school library media 

specialists and found “less than 30 percent reported that they access these [Web 2.0] tools and even 

less create or contribute to them for the school library media program…70 percent or more have never 

taught anyone how to create a blog, a wiki, or a podcast, or how to remix materials.” 

 

Conclusions 

While an authoritative definition of Reference 2.0 appears hard to find.  Perhaps the Wikipedia 

definition is best since it changes as the technology changes.  A simple explanation would be that 

Reference 2.0 is the web technologies applied to reference work.  Although new technologies keep 

appearing on the scene, the ones clarified in the second section of this paper and graphed in the studies 

of the third section are the tools being used today.   

While three of the four studies found for this research paper seem to indicate that reference 

librarians have been slow to adopt Reference 2.0 technologies or that only a small percentage of 

librarians or libraries use web technology, Reference 2.0 is still an important issue for the future.  It will 

be important for librarians to test out different technologies and apply Reference 2.0 tools for several 

reasons: 

 The next generations live with web technologies.  To keep them engaged and meet 

their needs, libraries need to know and use these technologies. 

 Libraries need to take on the role of teaching these technologies, as information literacy 

is currently being taught.  There will continue to be a digital divide. 

 Libraries of the future may not resemble the current model.  As service changes with 

Library 2.0, librarians and libraries that do not change with the technology will be like 

the libraries of today which still use card catalogs. 
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 Patrons come to expect services to come directly to them at their point of need, i.e. 

Blackberry applications and other mobile devices.  They will expect reference services 

to be mobile too. 

 Reference 2.0 tools can save librarians time, money and effort.  Collaborative tools in 

particular can build on expertise to produce excellent reference service. 

As a result of libraries adopting Reference 2.0 tools, Library and Information Studies programs 

will need to provide opportunities to learn and practice these skills because future employers will be 

looking for these skills.  This conclusion was highlighted in the Mon and Randeree study.   Future job 

descriptions for reference librarians will include knowledge and ability to use Reference 2.0 tools.  

Ultimately, reference work will be changed by Reference 2.0.  The key will be to focus on meeting the 

needs of the library patrons. 
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